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Jazz   Artist   Nicollette   Sullivan   Releases   Debut   Album   

Venice,   California   -    After   months   of   anticipation,   and   
following   on   the   heels   of   three   successful   singles,    Nicollette ,   
the   debut   jazz   and   pop   album   by   Nicollette   Sullivan,   has   
finally   arrived.   Recorded   in   Eagle   Rock   California,   the   album   
features   tracks   with   guest   appearances   from   studio   
luminaries   such   as   Lee   Thornburg   (Chicago,   Ray   Charles,   
Bonnie   Raitt),   Jimbo   Ross   (Chistina   Aguilera,   Whitney   
Houston,   Mariah   Carey),   Ed   Roth   (Annie   Lennox),   and   Tony   
Mandracchia   (Ray   Charles,   Ruben   Studdard).   Running   the   
gamut   from   jazz   to   pop,   with   a   few   stops   in   between,   
Nicollette    offers   a   little   something   for   everyone.   The   album   is   
now   available   on   all   streaming   and   digital   retail   platforms,   
and   is   also   available   on   CD   at   NicolletteSullivan.com.   

In   February   and   March   of   this   year,   Nicollette   Sullivan’s   first   single   from   the   album   spent   
more   than   8   weeks   on   two   prestigious   radio   charts.   “Sweet   Dreams”   reached   #26   on   the   
DRT   Top   150   Independent   Radio   Airplay   chart   and   #127   on   the   DRT   Top   200   Global   Airplay   
chart.   The   single   also   enjoyed   streaming   success,   as   it   was   added   to   several   top   playlists.   
Nicollette   Sullivan’s   second   single,   “Strychnine”,   is   now   also   receiving   radio   airplay   across   
North   America.   The   new   album   has   received   widespread   critical   acclaim,   with   reviewers   like   
Mike   O’Cull   saying,   

“Sultry   and   seductive,    Nicollette    has   a   timeless   feel   that   speaks   to   the   ages   just   as   
much   as   to   today’s   listeners.   She   is   one   of   the   most   compelling   new   voices   you   will   
encounter   this   year   or   any   other.   Don’t   let   this   one   escape   you.”   

Nicollette   Sullivan’s   unique   vocal   style   combines   elements   of   Jazz,   R&B,   Blues,   Gospel,   and   
Pop.   Her   lyrics   range   from   ethereal,   light   hearted   and   mystical   to   thoughtful,   emotive,   dark   
and   introspective.   Growing   up   in   Venice,   California   Nicollette   had   a   passion   for   musical   
theatre   at   an   early   age   and   was   exposed   to   a   wide   range   of   music   including   EDM,   Hip   Hop,   
R&B,   Rock,   and   Mainstream   Pop,   but   found   herself   gravitating   to   classic   old   school   Jazz   and   
Blues   artists   such   as   Billie   Holiday,   Etta   James,   Josephine   Baker,   Ella   Fitzgerald   and   Nina   
Simone.   More   recent   influences   include   Lana   Del   Rey,   Sade,   Rihanna,   Nora   Jones   and   Amy   
Winehouse.   Nicollette   also   found   herself   visually   inspired   by   the   classic   “Old   Hollywood   
Glamour”   of   ‘30’s,   ‘40’s   and   ‘50’s   cinema   and   film,   featuring   the   likes   of   Marilyn   Monroe,   
Audrey   Hepburn,   May   West,   Marlena   Dietrich   and   Joan   Crawford.   Nicollette   combines   the   
visual   and   musical   influences   of   these   genres   among   others   to   create   a   refreshing   and   
unique   fan   experience   with   each   song   and   video.   


